Abstract. In the paper we study the distribution of the discriminant D(P ) of polynomials P from the class P n (Q) of all integer polynomials of degree n and height at most Q. We evaluate the asymptotic number of polynomials P ∈ P n (Q) having all the roots real and satisfying the inequality |D(P )| ≤ X as Q → ∞ and X/Q 2n−2 → 0.
Introduction and main results

Basic definitions. The number
is called the discriminant of the polynomial
a k x k = a n n j=1 (x − α j ).
As a function of the polynomial coefficients, the discriminant can be written in the form of a (2n − 1) × (2n − 1) determinant:
n(n−1) 2 1 a n−1 · · · a 2 a 1 a 0 a n a n−1 · · · , where the empty entries are filled with zeros. For given n ∈ N and Q > 1, denote by P n (Q) the set of all integer polynomials of degree n and height h(P ) ≤ Q.
For v ≥ 0 define the following sets P n (Q, v) = P ∈ P n (Q) : |D(P )| ≤ Q 2n−2−2v , (1)
n (Q, v) = {P ∈ P n (Q, v) : P has exactly 2s complex roots} . Evidently, P n (Q, v) = Remark. The most popular height functions in Number Theory are the naive height H(P ) = max 0≤k≤n |a k |, the Mahler measure M(P ) = a n n j=1 max(1, |α j |) and the length L(P ) = n k=0 |a k | of the polynomial P . Properties shared by these height functions are described in Subsection 3.1. Due to these properties we are able to prove our main result (Theorem 2 below) in the same way for all these height functions. So, we do not specify upon which height function h the definition of P n (Q) is based.
Notation.
Here we explain the asymptotic notation we use. The expression "f (x) ∼ g(x) as x → x 0 " is equivalent to lim x→x 0 f (x)/g(x) = 1. The statement "f (x) ≪ n g(x) as x → x 0 " means the existence of a positive constant c n (depending on n only) such that |f (x)| ≤ c n |g(x)| for all x in a neighbourhood of
For a finite set S we denote its cardinality by #S. For a set S ⊂ R m the expression mes d S denotes the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure of this set (d ≤ m).
To simplify the notation of quantities used in the paper, for some of them we do not indicate explicitly their dependence on n, since everywhere the degree n is fixed.
1.3.
Background. The discriminant of a polynomial characterizes at large the distances between the roots of the polynomial [7] , [10] . So the discriminant and its properties can be of big help in various problems, especially in the theory of Diophantine approximation. See [26] as an example of such an application to the cubic case of the Mahler conjecture [23, 25] ; the proof [26] is built upon Davenport's estimate [9] of the number of integer cubic polynomials having small discriminant. This state of things raises big interest to the disctribution of the values of the polynomial discriminant.
There are a number of effective results aimed at problems related to algorithmic solution of Diophantine equations. In this approach, the effective bounds on the extreme values of some quantities are usually of interest. In 1970's Győry established a series of such effective estimates [14, 15, 16, 17] concerning the distribution of the discriminants of integer polynomials; several of these results are improved in [19] . A lot of further references and details on this topic can be found in the survey [19] by Győry and the book [11] by Evertse and Győry. Another approach is concerned about the asymptotic statistics of polynomials with small discriminants. In this paper, we are mostly interested in problems from this second area. Now, we shortly tell about results directly related to the subject of the paper.
A possible way to state the problem about the distribution of polynomial discriminants is to ask to find lower and upper estimates, as close as possible, of the form
where f * (v) and f * (v) are functions of v, with 0 ≤ v ≤ n − 1. There are plenty of papers dealing with estimating the quantity #P n (Q, v) and its close relatives and generalisations.
In 2008, Bernik, Götze and Kukso [5] proved that for 0 < v < 
The upper bounds for degree n = 3 one can find in [21] , [20] , [3] ; on the asymptotics for n = 2 see [12] .
Also there are papers concerning this problem in similar settings with p-adic norm (instead of usual absolute value) used to bound discriminant values in (1) (see [18] , [6] , [4] ). See also the survey [2] .
For general n, the best up-to-date result regarding bounds on #P n (Q, v) is the one by Beresnevich, Bernik, Götze [1] who proved
In addition, using probabilistic methods, Götze and Zaporozhets [13] proved the existence of a continuous function φ n such that (3) sup
where P{A} denotes the probability of an event A, and the polynomial P is picked at random uniformly from P n (Q).
Here we prove that the difference in the left-hand side of (3) can be estimated by C n /Q insead of C n / log Q. Moreover, we get such results for every particular signature s.
Our main result is the exact asymptotics of #P n (Q, v) as Q → ∞. In the present paper we extend the ideas from [22] , where the lower bound (2) was proved for 0 < v < n n+2
. Another essential ingredient of our proof is the Selberg integral. We are going to prove that #P
, define the counting function N s (Q, X) := #{P ∈ P n (Q) : P has exaclty s pairs of complex roots, |D(P )| ≤ X}.
According to the following theorem, for every s and sufficiently large Q the overall shape of the function N s (Q, X) can be asymptotically described by a continuous function f s .
Theorem 1. Let n ≥ 3 be an integer. For every s ≥ 0 there exists a positive continuous function f s : R → R such that
where the implicit constant depend on n only. The function f s (δ) is monotonically increasing as δ grows, and lim δ→0 f s (δ) = 0.
Obviously, if a polynomial P is picked at random uniformly from P n (Q), then for δ ≥ 0
Moreover, since #P n (Q) = 2Q(2Q + 1) n , for the function φ n in (3) we have
Thus, Theorem 1 shows that the difference in (3) can be estimated as C n Q −1 , where the constant C n depends on n only.
In the case s = 0, that is, when all the roots are real, we prove the Theorem 2. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. In the totally real case (that is, for s = 0) we have
The constant λ 0 can be computed explicitly and depends only on n and the height function h.
Remark. The corresponding results for n = 2 and n = 3 are obtained in [12] and [20] . Theorem 2 shows that lim x→+0 φ n (x) = +∞. Since #P
, we get the following corollary.
we have
where λ 0 is the same as in Theorem 2.
Auxiliary statements
Lemma 1 (Davenport [8] ). Let D ⊂ R d be a bounded region formed by points (x 1 , . . . , x d ) satisfying a finite collection of algebraic inequalities
where F i is a polynomial of degree deg F i ≤ m with real coefficients. Let
, where the constant C depends only on d, k, m; the quantityV is the maximum of all r-dimensional measures of projections of D onto all the coordinate subspaces obtained by making d − r coordinates of points in D equal to zero, r taking all values from
where Proj J D is the orthogonal projection of D onto the coordinate subspace formed by coordinates with indices in J .
Lemma 2. Let f : R n+1 → R be a integrable function such that for any compact set
Let |f (δ, x)| ≤ g(x) for |δ| < δ 0 and all x ∈ R n , and the integral R n g(x)dx converge. Then the following limit has a finite value:
Remark. This lemma is merely an adjusted combination of classical results, which can be found in many calculus textbooks. We prove this statement here for the reader's convenience.
Proof. Evidently, the integral R n f (δ, x) dx converges for all |δ| ≤ δ 0 because |f (δ, x)| is bounded by g(x).
Moreover, for any R > 0 we have
Both integrals in the right-hand side can be made arbitrarily small by an appropriate choice R and δ. Therefore, the lemma is proved.
Lemma 3. Let f : R m → R be a positive integrable function, and let for any r > 0 and all
where c is a positive constant.
Let d 1 , d 2 be real numbers such that
and the left-hand-side integral converges if and only if the right-hand-side one does.
Proof. We start with proving (4) for κ = 1, that is, we obtain the formula
Comparing the functions under the minimum in (5), we split the left-hand-side integral into the sum of two integrals
where
The integral over D 1 will be denoted as I 1 , the one over D 2 -as I 2 . Let's change the variables: x m = r, x i = rt i for 1 ≤ i < m. The Jacobian is equal to r m−1 . Then
Applying Fubini's theorem and integrating with respect to r, we get
For I 2 we get
Note that from the lemma statement m − 1 + cd 1 < −1. So, we have
So, (5) is proved. Now, note that
Hence, putting the functionf (x) := κ (5) and multiplying the result by κ
finish the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. Consider the change between the real variables (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ) and (b, z 1 , . . . , z n )
given by the relation
Then the Jacobian of this change equals to:
Proof. For a finite set A ⊂ N let us denote
Take by definition σ 0 [A] := 1 for any A ⊂ N (including A = ∅). For any j ∈ N and k ≥ 1 we have
The equality (6) is equivalent to
With the help of (8) 
.
Subtracting the first column from the others and using (8) , one can easily check that
Repeating this reduction procedure, finally we obtain the last nontrivial determinant for A −(n−2) := {n − 1, n}
Hence we have
Taking the absolute value in the latter equation finishes the proof.
Lemma 5. Let X be a measurable set, and g : X → R a measurable function. Then the function G : R → R defined by G(a) := mes{x ∈ X : g(x) ≤ a} is continuous if and only if mes{x ∈ X : g(x) = a} = 0 for all real a.
The lemma follows.
Counting integer polynomials
In this section we reduce counting integer polynomials to evaluating of volumes of some regions.
Height functions.
There are a number of height functions defined on real polynomials, e.g. naive height, Mahler measure, length etc. Our result for each of them can be obtained in the same way. So, we summarize their essential properties in a general notion of a height function and prove our theorem in a general form.
A continuous function h :
Note that in terms of polynomials the property 3 is equivalent to h(x n P (x −1 )) = h(P (x)). The property 4 is equivalent to h(P (−x)) = h(P (x)).
We use the same notation for the height of a vector and of a polynomial.
Lemma 6. For any v ∈ R n+1 \ (−1, 1) n+1 we have h(v) ≥ h 0 , where h 0 is a positive constant depending only on the height function h and the parameter n.
Proof. The set S 0 := {v ∈ R n+1 : v ∞ = 1} is compact. From the extreme value theorem we have that there exists a value h 0 such that
, we have the lemma.
3.2.
Counting integer points via volume. We represent real polynomials of degree n by their vectors of coefficients in R n+1 . So, to calculate N s (Q, X), we need to count integral points in the region
where D(a) is the discriminant as a function of the coefficients a of the polynomial n i=0 a j x j . Note that D(a 0 , . . . , a n ) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2n − 2 in variables a 0 , . . . , a n .
From Lemma 1 we have
where c is a constant depending on n only, and
Obviously, the function f s (δ) in Theorem 1 must equal to mes n+1 D s (δ):
Since mes n+1 ∅ = 0, it is natural to set f s (δ) := 0 for negative δ. Now note that for all real X mes n+1 a ∈ R n+1 : h(a) ≤ 1, D(a) = X = 0 because D(a) is a nonconstant polynomial in the variables a. Applying Lemma 5 we see that f s (δ) is a continuous function, and f (0) = lim δ→0 f (δ) = 0. The monotonicity of f s is obvious.
Proof of Theorem 2
In this section we find the asymptotics of f 0 (δ) = mes n+1 D 0 (δ) as δ → +0. By definition
Changing the variables (a 0 , . . . , a n ) in this integral to (b; α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n ), where b = a n , and α i 's are roots of n j=0 a j x j (see Lemma 4), we obtain
and the region B δ ⊂ R n+1 is defined by
Here we took into account that the Jacobian of this variable change equals to b n ∆(α). The factor (n!) −1 arises because of the symmetry of the roots α 1 , . . . , α n . Denote K(α) := (h(p α )) −1 . The two restrictions on b in (9) can be joined in the single inequality |b| ≤ Ψ(α), where
We need to evaluate the integral
Note that both these integrals converge since mes n+1 D 0 (δ) ≤ mes n+1 {a ∈ R n+1 : h(a) ≤ 1}. To ensure the correctness of the transformations below, we restrict the range of one of the roots α i .
Lemma 7.
(10)
Proof. Let us make the change of variables α i = β
in the latter integral. For this change the Jacobian equals (11) det
We have
So, from the properties of the height function, we have K(α) = K(β) | n k=1 β k |, and thus,
Now, we have
The lemma is proved.
Using this lemma, we get
Now, make one more change of variables with a parameter ρ:
The Jacobian of this change equals ρ n−1 . The parameter ρ will be specified later.
For θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n−1 ) denote
so that ∆(α) = ρ n(n−1) ∆(θ). Putting the new variables into Ψ(α), we see that ρ n(n−1) = δ is the best choice for ρ. So, we have
where Ψ(ρ; τ, θ) := min ∆(θ)
where τ := (τ, . . . , τ ) ∈ R n ,θ := (0, θ 1 , . . . , θ n−1 ) ∈ R n . Now, we have
Now the question is: does the following integral have a finite limit (as ρ vanishes) or not? And if it does, then what value does it have.
Let us denote
For any ρ, τ , θ we have K(τ + ρθ) ≤ K 0 , where K 0 := sup α∈R n K(α). The value K 0 is finite because of Lemma 6. Therefore,
Lemma 8. The integral I 3 (K) converges and can be written in the form
Proof. The function ∆(θ) is a symmetric homogeneous polynomial of total degree c = n(n − 1). It is not difficult to see that the integral (14) ; note, we must multiply the result by m), we see that If one takes a look at the integral (17), they will see that
Obviously, the convergence conditions (18) are satisfied:
. And finally, we see that λ 0 = 4 (n + 1)! I 1 (0).
Theorem 2 is proved.
